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Rare book, manuscript and archive reading rooms are difficult to protect. Guards, in reading
rooms are often ineffective because it is difficult to spot a clever thief unless you know how
scholars work with these materials. It is easier for librarian or archivist to spot the thief
because they have a trained eye, unfortunately they have work to do and cannot watch all
activity every second.

Rare books often have plates or pages with quality drawings that are valuable as art, and
thieves target them. Their goal is to cut the plate out of the book then hand the book back to
the librarian, concealing the page in their clothing. Manuscripts are even more of a challenge
for security. They are folders consisting of many pages of materials pertaining to a specific
subject. While every page is important, only one may be extraordinarily valuable and thus the
target of the thief. If one item is removed from a folder containing a hundred pages it is labor
intensive for a librarian to inventory and check each page in the folder before it is re-shelved.
And archival material may be delivered to the reader on a card and may consist of thousands
of pages making it impossible to check each page before it is returned to storage.

The Rare Book and Archive Reading Room Application

In all three types of reading rooms it is
unfortunately the case that a theft may not
be discovered until the next user calls for the
items and reports the loss to the attendant.
And the next user may not ask for the item
for years! The Acuity-vct system solves that
problem.

When the reading room user arrives at the 
reception desk in a rare book, manuscript and archive reading room or in any other special
collection reading room requiring higher security, they are generally registered, present ID,
and are assigned a place to sit. The library’s computer system will then send the viewers
information and the material being viewed to the Collection Watch system.

Every seat that can be used for viewing has one or more cameras associated with it.
Collection Watch starts recording all video and stores it forever. If disk space is exceeded,
the video is archived to tape.

If a document has something missing or is damaged, the Collection Watch system is used to
list all of the people that viewed that document. The cameras have forensic capture and
high resolution quality features. The librarian can view any camera in the system and even
digitally zoom in, even though the cameras are not pan-tilt-zoom cameras.

The Acuity-vct is the world’s best system for library security.
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